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ABSTRACT: The framework comprise of improvement of a wheelchair control. It 

is valuable for physically crippled individual with his hand development with the 

assistance of hand gesture acknowledgment. The framework is characterized into 

wheelchair unit and gesture unit. This wheelchair can be control by basic hand 

gesture. It comprise a gesture sensor which is control the wheelchair made by the 

user and explain the movement comprise by user and moves as needs be. When 

we changed the ways, the sensor registers esteems are changed and that qualities 

are given to microcontroller. The microcontroller controls the wheelchair ways 

like forward, backward, left and right using motor mechanism. The reason for this 

framework is to execute wheelchair course control with hand gesture 

rearrangement. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Individuals [1] with physical handicaps each time discover it entangled to explore 

through their home without the help of somebody [2] [3]. In any case [4], to explore 

through one's own home without contribute of any one unequaled can be dispiriting 

for the individual too [5]. It tends to be taken care of remotely with hand signal 

strategies [6]. A wheelchair is a wheelchair used to walk because of a sickness, injury 

or disability, is hard or impossible. Rollers come in a broad range of formats to 

satisfy their users ' particular requirements. They may include specialized seating 
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adjustments, personalized controls, and specific operations, as seen with sports 

wheelchairs and beach rollers. The most common distinction is between powerful 

wheelchairs, in which batteries and electric motors provide propulsion and manually 

propelled Wheelchairs, in which the driving force is either provided by the manual 

push of the wheelchair user/occupant. A powered electric wheelchair is a wheelchair 

that also includes battery systems and electric motors and is controlled either by the 

user or by an attendant usually via a tiny joystick attached to the armrest or to the 

upper back of the frame. The autonomous use of a wheelchair may be permitted by 

customers who do not handle a joystick, head switches, chin-operated joysticks, sip 

and buff controls or any other expert controls. 

 

WORKING 

 

The gesture control [7] wheelchair comprises a gesture sensor which will sense the 

gesture of user hand for getting the direction wherein the gesture sensor convert 

analog signal to electrical signal [8]. The electrical signal from the gesture sensor is 

send to a microcontroller than after analyzing the gesture of the user hand the 

microcontroller [9] operate the wheelchair direction like right/left or 

backward/forward. A motor mechanism connected with the microcontroller for 

moving the wheelchair [10] [11]. 

 

RESULT & CONCLUSION 

 

In proposed work, we can effectively create what's more, executed gesture based on 

wheelchair control at real genuine time application like impaired individual. The 

framework will give better execution in previously mentioned continuous 

application. 
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